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Abstract 

By sheer coincidence, four of the all-time greatest all-rounders made 
appearances at about the same time in cricket history: Richard Hadlee, Imran 
Khan, Ian Botham and Kapil Dev. They were all right-arm pace-bowling all-
rounders and they all batted right-handed, with the exception of Hadlee, who 
batted left-handed. Their cricket statistics were so similar that debate raged as 
to who was the greatest all-rounder among them, often without any consensus. 
In this paper, we attempt to answer that question from an analytical point of 
view. We formulate a mathematical scheme to rank the four all-rounders in 
order. First, the batting and bowling averages of the all-rounders are calculated. 
An All-round Quotient is defined as the ratio of the former over the latter. Then 
Rank Indices are assigned based on the all-round quotients and are added for 
Test, Other First Class (OFC) and One-Day International (ODI) cricket from 
which the final rankings are determined. For the traditional OFC and Test 
cricket, Hadlee and Imran were tied for the first place and Botham and Kapil 
Dev were tied for the second place. The ties are broken when one includes the 
ODI cricket as well. The final rankings are: Imran Khan (first place), Hadlee 
(second place), Kapil Dev (third place), and Botham (fourth place) in that order. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the game of cricket, by an all-rounder is meant a player who can excel in both batting 
and bowling. Trevor Bailey, a leading post-war all-rounder himself, defines an all-
rounder as a player who is able to command a place in his side for either his batting or 
his bowling [1]. The all-rounder is often viewed as equivalent to two players in one. 
For this reason, the all-rounder position is of utmost importance and every team tries to 
find the best possible player available for this position. However, the all-rounder also 
has to carry a greater work load than most other players, which requires greater physical 
strength and stamina. All-rounders can be classified into two categories: batting all-

rounders and bowling all-rounders depending upon whether their batting are more 
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dominant than their bowling or vice-versa. Bowling all-rounders can also be classified 
into two categories: a pace-bowling all-rounder and a spin-bowling all-rounder.  

By sheer coincidence, the all-time greatest all-rounders from four major cricketing 
nations made appearances at about the same time in cricket history. They are, 
chronologically: (1) Richard Hadlee of New Zealand (born 1951); (2) Imran Khan of 
Pakistan (1952); (3) Ian Botham of England (1955); and (4) Kapil Dev of India (1959). 
They were all robust in physique (standing 6 feet or taller) and their cricketing careers 
spanned between 1969 and 1994. They were all right-arm pace-bowling all-rounders 
and they all batted right-handed, with the exception of Hadlee, who batted left-handed 
[2−5]. Their cricket statistics were so similar that debate raged as to who was the 
greatest all-rounder among them. And there was seldom any consensus. In this paper, 
we attempt to answer that question from an analytical point of view. We formulate a 
mathematical scheme to rank the four all-rounders in order. First, the batting and 

bowling averages of the all-rounders are calculated. An All-round Quotient is defined 
as the ratio of the former over the latter. Then Rank Indices are assigned based on the 
all-round quotients and are added for Test, Other First Class (OFC) and One-Day 

International (ODI) cricket from which the final rankings are determined.  

 

II. CATEGORIES OF CRICKET MATCHES 

Before the advent of one-day cricket, there were two categories of cricket matches: 
First Class (FC) cricket and Test cricket. First class matches are those of duration of 
3 days or longer, whereas Test matches (normally between international teams) are 
those of 5 days duration or longer. Since the Test matches are also included in the First 
Class matches, the latter are not reflective of the First class matches other than Tests. 
For these, one has to subtract the Test statistics from the First Class data in order to 
obtain the Other First Class (OFC) statistics. The One-Day International Cricket 
(ODI) was introduced in the 1970s in order to revive the popularity of the game. The 
Cricket World Cup is played in this format. In this paper, we shall confine our attention 
to the Test, OFC and ODI cricket statistics in ranking the four great all-rounders. 
The batting and bowling statistics of the four great all-rounders are available in 
references [2−5], and in greater detail in references [6−9]. The FC, Test and ODI 
statistics are summarized in Table I. It has been pointed out that batting and bowling 
achievements are most appropriately represented by the batting and bowling averages, 
respectively, since they are intensive quantities, i.e., independent of the number of 
games played [10−11]. The batting and bowling averages (denoted respectively by BtA 
and BwA) depend on two quantities each as defined by: 

                                                              
X
RsBtA                                                                     (1) 

and 

                                                              
W
RcBwA                                                                   (2) 

where Rs is total runs scored by the player; X is the number of dismissals; Rc is the total 
runs conceded; and W is the total wickets captured by the player. For the OFC matches, 
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the two equations are modified to (cf. [10−11]): 
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The OFC statistics thus calculated are entered in Table I. 
Table I. Cricket Careers of the Great All-Rounders 

      Hadlee    Imran    Botham    Kapil Dev 

Born 1951 1952 1955 1959 
Height 6’ 1” 6’ 2” 6’ 2” 6’ 0” 
First Class (FC) cricket 1971-1990 1969-1992 1974-1993 1975-1994 
Runs scored Rs(FC) 12,052 17,771 19,399 11,356 
Number of dismissals 
X(FC) 

380 483 571 345 

Wickets captured W(FC) 1,490 1,287 1,172 835 
Runs conceded Rc(FC) 26,998 28,726 31,902 22,626 
Test cricket 1973-1990 1971-1992 1077-1992 1978-1994 
Runs scored Rs(T) 3,124 3,807 5,200 5,248 
Number of dismissals 
X(T) 

115 101 155 169 

Wickets captured W(T) 431 362 383 434 
Runs conceded Rc(T) 9,611 8,258 10,878 12,867 
Other First Class 

(OFC) cricket 

1971-1990 1969-1992 1974-1993 1975-1994 

Runs scored Rs(OFC) 8,928 13,964 14,199 6,108 
Number of dismissals 
X(OFC) 

265 382 416 176 

Wickets captured 
W(OFC) 

1,059 925 789 401 

Runs conceded 
Rc(OFC) 

17,387 20,468 21,024 9,759 

One-Day Intl. (ODI) 

cricket 

1973-1990 1974-1992 1976-1992 1978-1994 

Runs scored Rs(ODI) 1,751 3,709 2,113 3,783 
Number of dismissals 
X(ODI) 

81 111 91 159 

Wickets captured 
W(ODI) 

158 182 145 253 

Runs conceded Rc(ODI) 3,407 4,844 4,139 6,945 
 

III. MATHEMATICAL SCHEME FOR RANKING ALL-ROUNDERS 

It must be reminded that batting average and bowling average are quantities of opposite 
nature and are therefore not amenable to addition. The batting average is a direct 

quantity. The greater the batting average, the better the batsman is supposed to be. The 
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bowling average, on the other hand, is an inverse quantity. The smaller the bowling 
average, the better the bowler is. But the reciprocal of the bowling average is a direct 
quantity. Yet, it is dimensionally incompatible with the batting average (runs/wicket 
vs. wickets/run) and therefore the two are not amenable to addition. However, the 
multiplication of two quantities of different nature and dimensionality is always 
possible. We find that the product of the batting average and the reciprocal of the 

bowling average is a dimensionless pure number. It is also the quotient of the batting 

average over the bowling average Q: 

                                             
Rc
W

X
Rs

BwA
BtA

BwA
BtAQ 










1                                           (5) 

This quantity, now called the all-round quotient is the penultimate quantity for ranking 
the all-rounders. Finally, all-round rank indices are assigned from the values of the all-
round quotients: The player with the highest all-round quotient is assigned the value 4; 
the one with the second highest quotient is assigned 3; and so on. The rank indices are 
summed over different formats of cricket and the players are ranked according to the 
highest total rank indices. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The batting and bowling averages of the four great all-rounders in Test, OFC and ODI 
cricket are calculated from the data in Table I using Eqs. (1) – (4) and entered in Table 
II. The all-round quotients are calculated using Eq. (5) and entered in Table II. In Test 
cricket Imran Khan had the best batting average and Hadlee had the best bowling 
average, with Imran getting the best all-round quotient. In OFC cricket, Hadlee returned 
the best all-round quotient of 2.05 by lowering his bowling average to an exceptional 
degree. In ODI cricket, the differences in batting and bowling averages and all-round 
quotients were less remarkable. 

Table II. Batting & Bowling Averages & All-Round Quotients 

 Hadlee Imran Botham Kapil Dev 

Test cricket     
Batting Average BtA(T) 27.16 37.69 33.54 31.05 
Bowling Average BwA(T) 22.29 22.81 28.40 29.64 
All-Round Quotient Q(T) 1.21 1.65 1.18 1.04 
Other First Class (OFC) cricket     
Batting Average BtA(OFC) 33.69 36.55 34.13 34.70 
Bowling Average BwA(OFC) 16.41 22.12 26.64 24.33 
All-Round Quotient Q(OFC) 2.05 1.65 1.28 1.42 
One-Day Intl. (ODI) cricket     
Batting Average BtA(ODI) 21.61 33.41 23.21 23.79 
Bowling Average BwA(ODI) 21.56 26.61 28.54 27.45 
All-Round Quotient Q(ODI) 1.00 1.25 0.81 0.86 
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If we confine ourselves to the traditional OFC and Test cricket only, Imran (first place 
in Test cricket and second place in OFC cricket) and Hadlee (first place in OFC cricket 
and second place in Test cricket) are tied for first place with total rank indices of 7 each; 
whereas Botham (third place in Test cricket and fourth place in OFC cricket) and Kapil 
Dev (third place in OFC cricket and fourth place in Test cricket) are tied for second 
place total rank indices of 3 each (Table III). Clearly, there is a two tier ranking among 
the four great all-rounders. 

Table III. Test & OFC Rank Indices & Rankings 

 Hadlee Imran Botham Kapil 

Dev 

All-Round Rank Indices     

Test cricket 3 4 2 1 

Other First Class (OFC) cricket 4 3 1 2 

Total Rank Indices 7 7 3 3 

All-Round Rankings First First Second Second 

 

In order to break the ties, we now include the ODI cricket into consideration. In ODI 
matches, Imran is in first position followed by Hadlee, Kapil Dev and Botham in that 
order (Table IV). The two-tier ranking is still very much in order, suggesting that the 
rankings are fairly consistent with one another. However, the two ties in the traditional 
cricket rankings are now broken (Table IV). The final rankings of the fabulous four are 
as follows: Imran Khan in first place (total rank index 11); Richard Hadlee in second 
place (10); Kapil Dev in third place (5); and Ian Botham in fourth place (4).  

 

Table IV. Test, OFC & ODI Rank Indices & Rankings 

 Hadlee Imran Botham Kapil Dev 

All-Round Rank Indices     

Test cricket 3 4 2 1 

Other First Class (OFC) cricket 4 3 1 2 

One-Day Intl. (ODI) cricket 3 4 1 2 

Total Rank Indices 10 11 4 5 

All-Round Rankings Second First Fourth Third 

 

An inspection of the bowling averages and bowling speeds of the four all-rounders will 
lead us to some clues to the rankings. Pace bowlers are classified into fast, fast-medium 
and medium fast categories depending upon their average delivery speeds. In this 
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classification, Hadlee and Imran are listed as fast whereas Botham and Kapil Dev are 
listed as fast-medium [2‒ 9]. Here the fast bowlers have a significantly better bowling 
averages than the fast-medium bowlers. Since there is no systematic difference in the 
batting averages, it is safe to conclude that a small difference in bowling speed is a key 
factor in the rankings of the all-rounders in this case. 
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